
Suitable for:

 Homes and apartments

 Schools

 Assisted living facilities

 Offices

 Shops

 Restaurants and club 

ECM VARIABLE SPEED DIRECT DRIVE MOTOR EVAPORATIVE COOLING

 
Icon Series 

Cool your whole  
home from as  
little as running  
a light globe
Air conditioning that’s up  
to 90% cheaper to run*.
*As compared with many air conditioners.



Why evaporative cooling?
Take the natural approach to cooling! Seeley 
International’s Breezair range of evaporative coolers 
delivers lots of cool, 100% fresh air, at much lower 
costs than refrigerated air conditioning methods.

Evaporative cooling is fast becoming the only viable 
option for cooling large areas. A Breezair system 
uses up to 80% less energy than a refrigerated air 
conditioning system. Doors and windows can be left 
open, with absolutely no loss of cooling efficiency.

The intelligent choice for  
your home, the environment  
and your budget
Unlike air-conditioning that requires harsh, earth-
unfriendly chemicals to cool the air, Breezair uses 
only water. That makes the Breezair cooling system 
the green alternative – and the environmentally 
conscious choice. 

When cooling a large area – and when conventional 
air conditioning is simply not an option – evaporative 
cooling is the smartest move you can make. Whether  
it is used for space cooling or spot cooling, the  
Breezair cooling system:

 Is more energy-efficient and cheaper to  
run when compared to a standard efficiency  
ducted refrigerated system!

 Delivers 100% fresh air

 Is easier and cheaper to install

 Improves productivity through fresh, clean air  
(less chance of Sick Building Syndrome or other  
air-borne problems)

 Is healthier for the environment – drastically  
reduced power use, no harmful emissions and  
no synthetic refrigerants

 Is easier to maintain.

The advantages for your budget and for the 
environment are obvious right away with this green, 
environmentally conscious cooling system.

Fresh, clean air
The delivered air is 100% fresh, with no risk of 
recirculated fumes, germs or odors.

Most importantly, as the outside temperature rises,  
the more cooling you get inside – the fundamental 
benefit of the evaporative process.  

The Breezair Icon is a new generation of  
centrifugal fan evaporative coolers. It incorporates 
electronically commutated (ECM) HushPower® 
direct drive motor technology. The result is a more 
economical, reliable, efficient cooling choice that 
requires less frequent maintenance.

The Icon series has all of the features of the 
traditional Breezair coolers – plus many more.  
The Auto Drain, the Tornado® water pump and the 
long life Chillcel™ pads are features incorporated 
within the Icon cooler. Using the revolutionary ECM 
direct drive variable speed motor technology, the 
Icon employs an efficient centrifugal fan. 

These well-designed advantages contribute to 
make the Breezair Icon the world’s most quiet 
ducted evaporative cooling system. Advanced 
electronic controls manage and monitor the  
motor. This ensures that the system operates  
at its optimum efficiency at all times.

The Icon adjusts its motor speed automatically  
to accommodate different ducting systems and  
back pressures. The cooler’s quiet operation  
makes it suitable for all commercial and  
residential installations where fan or motor  
noise may be a problem.

Breezair Icon offers these 
built-in safety features!

 Circuit breaker

 Thermally-protected variable  
speed motor and pump

 On-board isolation switch.

New Icon Series  
Direct Drive Motor/Fan

 2 year motor warranty 

 Combined motor and fan

 Ultra quiet centrifugal fan

 Responsive to duct  
sizing & back pressure

 Designed to deliver  
optimum air output.

Tornado® Water Pump

 2 year pump warranty

 Impact start

 Fully encapsulated  
motor windings

 Thermal overload protectors

 Top and bottom ball bearings

 Pumps in 12.7 mm water.

The Only Cabinet with  
a 25-year Warranty!

 Injection molded

 High-strength structural polymer

 UV resistant

 Non-rusting.

Harmony SensorTouch®  

Wall Controller

 Variable speed

 Programmable climate control

 Auto mode, manual  
mode, timer

 Drain function

 Connect up to 41 coolers  
to single wall controller 

 Built-in diagnostics module  
fault code downloads.

Control Power Module

 Advanced electronic controls  
ensure that the Icon operates at 
optimum efficiency at all times

 Smart, reliable & durable.

Integrated Diagnostics Module

 Automatically monitors cooler operations 
and provides self diagnostics.

Microprocessor

 Constantly analyses water quality,  
water consumption and power output.

WATERManagerTM System  
and Auto Drain Function

 Monitors water quality by sensing total 
dissolved solids in cooler sump

 Automatic water draining when  
cooler is not in use

 Prevents algae growth

 Drain option setting.

Non-clogging Water  
Distribution System

 Unique water flow distributor  
(patented worldwide by Breezair)

 Fully balanced and continuous 
water distribution to all ChillcelTM 

cooling pads

 Maintains perfect pad saturation, 
maximising cooling efficiency.

Exclusive Breezair ECM HushPower®  
Direct Drive Motor

 Super efficient over operating range

 Electronically commutated  
for optimum energy efficiency

 Corrosion-resistant construction

 Reduced energy use

 Variable speed

 Unsurpassed  
reliability

 Quietness  
beyond belief.

Long Life ChillcelTM Cooling Pads

 Breezair unique Chillcel™ pads 
provide maximum cooling

 Honeycomb design with water 
distribution header block 
optimises the cooling effect

 Durable design outlasts 
competitive products.

The Breezair Icon Series: the world’s most quiet evaporative cooler

Hot outside air is 
drawn in by a powerful 

and quiet fan.

Water absorbs heat by the natural evaporation 
process. Cool, fresh air is produced.

Air passes through water soaked 
Chillcel™ cooling pads.

Horizon SensorTouch® 
Wireless Control

 Variable speed

 Programmable climate control

 Auto mode, manual  
mode, timer

 Drain function.

25 Years 
Corrosion-free 

cabinets  
guarantee

10 Years 
Structural  

components  
guarantee

2 Years  
Pump, motor  

& electronic control 
module guarantee




